Vigilant Technology Receives Lenel Factory Certification
Under Lenel’s OpenAccess Alliance Program
™

®

Vigilant’s NetVR recording server software interfaces with the Lenel OnGuard

®

access control security system

Hod Hasharon, Israel, March 18, 2015— Vigilant Technology, a BATM
Company and provider of IP video surveillance technology and security solutions,
today announced that it has joined the Lenel OpenAccess Alliance Program
(OAAP) and received Lenel factory certification for its NetVR™ recording server
software platform. The interface enables customers using the Lenel OnGuard
system seamless access to Vigilant’s video surveillance data through a unified
user interface.
“Vigilant Technology has completed required factory testing at Lenel to validate
the functionality of its Vigilant NetVR Recording Software interface to Lenel’s
OnGuard access control and security management system. The platform
interface creates a scalable enterprise solution to enable users to efficiently
monitor and review live and recorded video within the OnGuard system,” said
Gidon Lissai, director, strategic alliances, Lenel. “We look forward to their
continued involvement in the Lenel OpenAccess Alliance Program.”

Customers using Vigilant NetVR recording software or NetVR preloaded Hybrid
Series are able to achieve, via the OnGuard interface, live video display that
includes controlling Pan Tilt Zoom (PTZ) cameras, alarms of video motion
detection (VMD), camera tampering and indication of lost analog video signals
within OnGuard’s alarm monitoring application. In addition, operators
investigating can view video playback from any camera recorded on the Vigilant
recording server.
“Vigilant continues investing in R&D efforts. The Lenel OnGuard access control

system certification enables Vigilant to provide users with an open enterprise
architecture that offers robust video recording for both IP and Analog video
surveillance,” said Ohad Kleinman, CEO, Vigilant Technology.
Kleinman continued, “Being able to monitor events, control cameras as well as
access control devices through the OnGuard application means that security
managers have a more complete view of their facility to improve response to
events, protect their existing infrastructure and maximize Return on Investment
(ROI).”
NetVR recording software is the core of Vigilant’s unique video surveillance
solution, featuring flexible, scalable and open platform designed with "no single
point of failure" architecture.

NetVR software, together with Vigilant’s NetView Video Management Software,
empower authorized security personnel with maximum flexibility and freedom –
enabling simultaneous access, control and viewing of live or playback video from
any IP or analog camera, fixed or PTZ - regardless of user location or client
device.
About Vigilant Technology
Vigilant is a pioneering developer and manufacturer of intelligent video recording
and surveillance solutions for enterprise-grade, mission critical applications
focused on adding value to the video that is captured by the customer’s CCTV
network. Vigilant’s high frame rate solutions enable customers to break free from
ineffective time-lapse recording solutions and enable demanding environments to
gain maximum benefit from today’s digital video recording technology. Based in
Tel Aviv, Israel, Vigilant is a wholly owned subsidiary of BATM Advanced
Communications (London Stock Exchange BVC). More information about
Vigilant Technology can be found at http://www.vglnt.com.
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